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Between Object and Desire: The
Missed Encounter in Adam Thorpe’s
“Debauchery”
Alexandre Privat
1 It  might  sound  paradoxical,  but  contemporary  British  writer  Adam  Thorpe’s  first
collection of short stories, entitled Shifts and released in 2001, has apparently little to
do with objects of desire, at least the widely shared idea of object of desire, popularised
by the culture of the consumer society with its aestheticized promotion of appealing
objects,  available  for  consumption.  All  the  stories  in  Shifts explore,  by  contrast,  a
disappearing working activity, evoked in stories bearing unglamorous titles like “Iron,”
“Stonework,” and “Tyres.” The short story under scrutiny, “Debauchery,” whose title
conveys  instead obvious  sexual  and moral  denotations,  is  similarly  concerned with
humble Parisian street  jobs,  epitomised by a  marginal  butt-end collector.  This  now
forgotten  job,  consisting  in  collecting  the  discarded  butt-ends  in  order  to  sell  the
remaining tobacco at a cheaper price, used to be a fairly common sight on nineteenth-
century Paris streets. Yet at the time when the narrative is set, in the mid-fifties, this
activity is  on the brink of  extinction.  Anchored in a realistic  setting,  “Debauchery”
touches upon the pains and joys of desire, as it describes an unexperienced young man
who,  as  he  seeks  new  thrilling  experiences  in  Paris,  comes  across  the  butt-end
collector.  First  published  in  the  Time  Out  Book  of  Paris  Short  Stories in  1999,  Adam
Thorpe’s “Debauchery” was eventually included in the collection Shifts which has never
been the object of academic attention. To this day the critical account of this short
story has amounted to a few words penned by Nicholas Royle, in charge of the edition
of the Time Out volume.1 Therefore, no effort has been made to relate “Debauchery” to
the theme of desire and detect in it the problematic, yet new light that it sheds on
objects of desire. 
2 The structure of the short story borrows from apprenticeship novels its linear model of
maturation, with its threefold stages of inhibition, initiation and experience, the latter
being the ultimate phase of psychosocial development,2 but it also subverts that linear
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progression. Although “Debauchery” seems structured by the linearity of the “axis of
desire” (“axe du désir”), bringing into play a subject and an object as the cause of the
hero’s quest,3 it threatens this teleological structure by introducing ironic disjunction.
The  storyline  of “Debauchery”  is  indeed much indebted  to  the  myth of  the  young
American expatriate who, fleeing the prohibitions of American society, projects onto
Paris his desire for emancipation and begins his initiation into the fantasised bohemian
French lifestyle.  However, this initial  storyline undergoes a profound change as the
protagonist is not initiated into the dissolute life of pleasure, as one might expect, but
in an enjoyable, yet frustrating missed encounter with the past. His encounter with
Père La Pêche, the butt-end collector acting as the living memory of the Latin Quarter,
provides  him  with  the  tempting  illusion  to  inhale  and  fleetingly  relive,  through
Verlaine’s  last  cigar,  the  fin-de-siècle literary  myths  and  the  now  bygone  Paris  of
forgotten working-class people. The very title of the short story, while stressing the
enjoyment derived from such a peculiar object and encounter, also encapsulates the
unsurpassable tension at work in the relationship to the object of desire. If the very
word “debauchery” seems to naturalise the encounter with the object of desire, as it
conjures  up various  images  of  excess,  it  simultaneously  undermines  the  fusion-like
relationship  to  the  imagined  object  of  desire.  Although  the  protagonist  does  not
experience the encounter with the object itself, he still succeeds in taking a vicarious
pleasure from it, through smoking Verlaine’s cigar, assimilated to a fetishist object. As
a  result,  what  “Debauchery”  problematises  is  not  only  the  definition  of  “object  of
desire” but above all  the logical  presuppositions—duality,  linearity and rupture—on
which  the  common  understanding  of  relationship  is  built.  What  is  understood  by
objects of desire heavily depends on how desire is conceived of as regards the subject-
object relationship. 
3 “Debauchery,” in a similar way as in Adam Thorpe’s novels, does not rely on either an
oppositional or non-oppositional approach whereby the subject-object relationship is
usually apprehended in French psychoanalytical theory. While the former approach,
exemplified by Abraham and Torok, posits a primary separation from the loved object,
due  to  loss,  to  which  responds  the  desire  for  reunion  through  phantasmatic
incorporation or the process of inclusion,4 the latter approach, illustrated by Lacan,
supposes an irreducible gap between the subject and the object, as for him there is no
proper “object,” but infinite desire.5 These clashing views raise the crucial question of
desire’s mediating or non-mediating role, which in turn determines whether objects of
desire  exist  or  not,  can  be  accessed  or  refused,  and  can  produce  enjoyment  or
frustration.  The  originality  of  “Debauchery”  is  that  it  undertakes  to  interlace
simultaneously the idealistic possibility of mediation with its ironic impossibility. The
belief  in mediation is  materialised by the fetish to which is  ascribed the dialectical
function of bringing together the past with the present with a view to achieving unity.
Yet,  this  mediation  fails  to  reach  unity,  as  it  is  hampered  by  temporal  gap.  The
nostalgic desire to compensate for this lack is what drives the protagonist to reconnect
to the past through the fetish, even if its use does not end in epiphanic reunion. In this
light, what I would like to demonstrate is that objects of desire can be considered as
products of an unreducible tension between desirable mediation and frustrating non-
mediation, which is the defining trait of what has been termed the “missed encounter.”
After analysing the double relationship between inhibition and desire, I will study how
the  classic  event  of  initiation  is  retold  in  a  way  to  suggest  disjunction,  before
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addressing  the  ironically  climactic  un-mediating  mediation  with  the  other  and  the
object of desire. 
 
Inhibition and Desire Unbound
4 The  short  story  opens  on  the  urban  explorations  of  an  inexperienced  young  man,
freshly  arrived  in  Paris,  who  parodically  conforms  to  the  stereotype  of  the  naïve
character,  yet  secretly  hopes  to  be  debauched  by  some  stranger.  Here  the  verb
“debauch” should not be taken in the moral sense of excessive indulgence, but in the
archaic sense of corruption, consisting in seducing a person in order to take his or her
innocence.6 The character is indeed innocent, and is also crippled by his inhibition that
makes him an ironic example of the ingénu type. Endowed with the revealing name of
James Sherman King Jr, he comes from an upper class Bostonian family, “something out
of Henry James” (208), as the narrator flippantly says. His smothering education in Ivy
League values contrasts with his desire for existential change and pleasure seeking in
the consecrated capital of love, Paris. What he longs for is a life-changing experience, a
conversion metaphorically conveyed by the image of the stripping of the coat, except
that  here the metaphor is  parodic as  the character delicately folds his  coat  on the
parapet,  instead of  throwing it  off,  in  an expected gesture  of  rebellion against  the
prohibitions imposed by his social class: “I left the coat on the parapet, rolled up neatly.
I was too decent a guy to drop it into the river” (208). This subtle piece of self-mockery
deconstructs the myth of youthful burning desire and the victorious emancipation that
it  generally  entails  in  stressing  by  contrast  the  inhibition  of  this  anti-hero.  The
character’s confused state, torn between aspirations and inhibitions, is essential to the
constitution of the object of desire, which at this stage of the story remains undefined.
Inhibition, far from restraining desire, fosters it, so that the character seems overtaken
with desire, as he is on the lookout for signs and symbols of corruption. The setting of
“Debauchery,” Paris, provides the cultural screen onto which the character can project
his fanciful dreams submitted to an indiscriminate investment of desire in a wide range
of objects, from cultural objects to carnal ones. 
5 It is essentially by means of imagination that the American expatriate can feel desire
for social signs of debauchery rather than proper objects of desire. For instance, the
narrator’s motivation to visit the tourist institution of the Folies-Bergère and leer at
the half-naked female bodies, “with glitter on their nipples” (212), is driven by as much
curiosity  as  carnal  desire.  Not  daring  to  investigate  further  the  Parisian  houses  of
pleasure, he shows some attraction to the literary myths of the cursed poet (or “poète
maudit”), willingly deluding himself into believing he resembles an existentialist hero,
identifying  himself  with  the  infamous  Raskolnikov,  the  wicked  main  character  of
Dostoyevsky’s Crime and Punishment, and the scandalous Lord Byron: “I could be Byronic
about my debauchery” (214). The protagonist fills the void of his unexperienced life
with the signs and examples of  corruption,  as he is  too inhibited to put them into
practice. His identification with Byron is expressed as mere potentiality (“I could”),
which reveals by contrast the character’s unadventurous temperament. His later wish
to be “wicked” is only boastfulness, as the wickedness that he imagines is only poetical:
“I want to be wicked, poetically [original emphasis] wicked. Only I didn’t know how”
(208). He is repeatedly described caught in moments of self-introspection, as he wishes
for change, but is unable to say what he really wants: “I wanted something else, but I
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wasn’t  sure what that was” (208).  A few pages afterwards he even asks himself  the
following question: “What did I want?” (220). This introspective question, addressed to
the  self  and  not  to  the  Other,  as  in  the  Lacanian  theory  of  desire,7 signals  the
character’s profound feeling of insecurity, compensated for by imaginary projection
and identification. Through all the aforementioned examples borrowed from popular
and  literary  culture,  Adam  Thorpe  demonstrates  how  social  signs  of  debauchery
function as a surface of  projection,  which designates the uncertain displacement of
desire and affects onto external objects: “Dans le sens proprement psychanalytique, la
projection est l’opération par laquelle le sujet expulse de soi et localise dans l’autre,
personne  ou  chose,  des  qualités,  des  sentiments,  des  désirs,  voire  des  ‘objets’  qu’il
méconnaît ou refuse en lui” (Laplanche and Pontalis 344). The emphasis on a social
system of signs that conveys fantasies stimulating the projection of desire could be
paralleled to Baudrillard’s analysis of the consumer society, which similarly substitutes
the exchange of goods for a virtual system of signs: “les biens et les objets, comme les
mots et jadis les femmes, constituent un système global, arbitraire, cohérent, de signes,
un  système  culturel  qui  vient  substituer  au  monde  contingent  des  besoins  et  des
jouissances, à l’ordre naturel et biologique un ordre social de valeurs et de rangement”
(111).  However,  the  alienating  impact  of  the  consumer  society,  as  identified  by
Baudrillard, does not reflect the character’s revelling in imaginary projection, which
brings  out  his  ingenuousness  and  clumsiness,  making  him  the  ideal  subject  for
initiation. His urban explorations are brought to an end by the occurrence of an event,
the encounter with a Parisian tramp, Père La Pêche, who will act as an intermediator
between  the  character  and  the  object  of  desire.  The  emergence  of  this  figure  of
forgotten Parisian street trades operates a shift in tone and introduces initiation as the
second stage in the linear model of maturation, from innocence to experience. 
 
Initiation: Between Transition and Disjunction 
6 The second part of “Debauchery” tackles the theme of initiation, a social rite as well as
a conventional episode of any apprenticeship novel, in which the hero, introduced to a
mentor-like figure, gains more knowledge on his way to experience. However, the short
story  invites  the  reader  to  look  at  initiation,  not  from  the  perspective  of  a  mere
transitional stage between for example ignorance to knowledge, as is often thought,8
but rather as a contradictory process. Initiation in “Debauchery” coincides with the
unveiling of  a preserved fragment from the past,  a  relic-like object materialised by
Verlaine’s  cigar,  with  which  the  protagonist  is  presented  through  the  butt-end
collector. Yet this unveiling, in allowing for the fixation of desire onto a definite object,
is simultaneously assimilated to an experience of disjunction, in the sense that what is
hankered for as an object of desire is not Verlaine’s cigar, but the time to which it
belongs, late nineteenth-century Paris.  In this perspective, the real object of desire,
standing  beyond  the  present  time,  definitely  remains  out  of  reach.  If  such  a
configuration is unmistakably reminiscent of nostalgia, the short story does not fall
into  the  expected  trap  of  the  crippling  feeling  of  idealization  often  attached  to
nostalgia. 
7 The butt-end collector assumes the role of the initiator who, despite himself, offers the
character  what  he  previously  longed  for,  though  was  unable  to  experience:  the
fantasised pleasures of bohemian life and debauchery, which he whimsically used to
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project onto the literary myths of the cursed poet. The tramp’s surviving activity as a
“ramasseur de mégots” metonymically stands for a half-forgotten era, with which the
protagonist has never been familiarised due to his young age: the hustle and bustle of
nineteenth-century Paris he can only imagine, but is unable to experience because of
the inevitable time gap. The butt-end collector promises a whole collection of forgotten
anecdotes and realia that the protagonist finds worthy of desire, only because it is on
the brink of extinction. As is often the case in Adam Thorpe’s fiction, the object of
desire corresponds to a glimpsed event or period, frozen in time like a snapshot, whose
fragmentary  nature  points  to  an  unreachable  and  invisible  whole. The  butt-end
collector embodies, like a living snapshot, an age that is being forgotten, as the story is
set  in  the  mid-fifties,  at  a  time  of  profound change  in  French society,  even  if  the
prevailing nineteenth-century squalor still  persists,  as the narrator says:  “Paris was
darker in those days, blacker, it had a deep smell of drains, there was undifferentiated
poverty,  a  shabby  genteel  joy  that  had  drawn itself  out .  .  . all  the  way  from the
nineteenth century” (210). Therefore, the role of the ragman is crucial, in the fact that
he assumes a mediating function between a half-forgotten past and the present, as he
initiates the character into what he imagines and wishes to be the forgotten memory of
Paris past. The fact that the past can be worthy of desire, only because it is passed
belies the influence of the nostalgic myth of return or nostos, perhaps one of the most
persistent  myths  in  modern  literature,  as  Perl  eloquently  shows  in  his  essay  The
Tradition of Return: “The congeries of individuals and movements we call “modernism”
have been intimately involved with both varieties of nostos ideology. Those historical
theories are not the sole determinants of the nature of modernism but, of its principal
components, they have been the last acknowledged and studied” (29). 
8 The protagonist’s wish to get back in time, to return to a historical period might look
nostalgic, but one can wonder to what extent the desire to return to something you
have never known or experienced is  truly nostalgic.  Nostalgia and desire obviously
share some common points as they both rely on the A-B-A scheme, according to which
initial connection is followed by the loss of the object that explains the wishful desire
for later re-connection to the lost object, turned into an object of desire. This pattern,
which disciplines desire into a connective force towards unity, after the experience of
loss, informs most of the discourses on desire, from Plato to Hegel, as Judith Butler
demonstrated  in  her  thesis.9 “Debauchery”  challenges  this  ternary  pattern  and  its
underlying  valuation  of  identity  over  difference,  as  what  is  longed  for  is  not  a
previously known object that would then be lost, but a half-forgotten historical reality,
a  “prehistory,”  that  can  only  be  known  through  various  fragments.  What  then
“Debauchery” suggests is  a reassessment of linear relationship, in that the loss and
reconnection  relationship  is  replaced  by  that  of  disjunction  and  mediation.  The
instruments of that mediation are represented by the butt-end collector’s memory and
the  various  remnants  dating  from  the  nineteenth-century,  among  which  stands  a
peculiar object that is to be turned into a fetish. As a result, the initiation stage in the
short story is not synonymous with a dual encounter, but with the disclosing of the
object of mediation. 
9 After  a  few  days  of  stalking,  the  ragman  grows  suspicious  of  his  shadow  and
enigmatically tells him that he knows the origin of his desire, what he is looking for:
“‘Je  sais  ce  que tu  veux,’  he  said.  ‘You’ve  heard about  me’”  (219).  To  describe  this
uncommon initiation, Adam Thorpe makes some self-conscious borrowings from the
long tradition of the supernatural tales, as can be seen by the uncanny effect arising
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from the  old  man’s  foreknowledge.  However,  what  most  singularly  pertains  to  the
uncanny is no doubt the “deal with the devil” motif, which in this case takes the form
of rather realistic deal. The ragman wants to sell the protagonist a mysterious object,
hidden in a tin box. The unveiling of the mysterious object plays on the codes of the
fairy-tale, as the old ragman, though depicted in extremely realistic terms, acts like a
“magician” (224). The disclosed object turns out to be at first glance a banal object from
the past, a half-consumed cigar that is unlikely to become an object of desire: “Inside
was a cigar, three-quarter smoked. Something about it made me think that it had not
been  picked  up  yesterday,  despite  the  musty  aroma  of  tobacco.  It  looked  almost
fossilised” (224-25). The plain aspect of the object acquires a symbolic value, though,
after Père La Pêche tells him the story attached to it. He claims that it is the last cigar
ever smoked by Verlaine, one of the legendary cursed poets of the nineteenth-century.
He remembers seeing the poet puffing the last smoke of his cigar the night before he
died in 1896. After his death, he picked up the chucked cigar, not with the intention to
keep it safely, like a sacred relic, but with the aim to selling it like any tourist souvenir
(227). The transformation of the object into a fetish is achieved through the belief in its
medium-like  function,  which  would  ideally  bring  together  the  subject’s  personal
fascination with the myth of the cursed poet and the half-forgotten memory of Paris.
The episode with the tramp, while constituting the decisive moment of initiation, is
also evidence of a fundamental disjunction between the past and the present, personal
identity and the other, American and French cultures. 
 
The Anachronistic Fetish: A Non-Mediating Medium 
10 The last part of “Debauchery” is devoted to an ironically subverted climactic moment,
corresponding,  in  the  development  of  the  apprenticeship  novel,  to  the  moment  of
experience. Here the very idea of experience and its underlying ideal of encounter with
reality is thrown into doubt, as the protagonist, though catching a whiff of nineteenth-
century Paris, does not get back in time through his memory, but still remains in the
present  time.  The  last  pages  of  the  short  story  describe  the  rapturous  smoking  of
Verlaine’s  cigar,  though it  never  brings  absolute  satisfaction,  leaving the  character
somehow frustrated. Verlaine’s cigar thus appears as a paradoxical fetish, similar to a
non-mediating medium. The epiphanic experience associated with the possessed object
of desire turns out to be deceptive, as the distant past persistently remains inaccessible.
Here lies the whole paradox of the missed encounter with the past, from which some
pleasure can be derived, though it always leaves a painful sensation of frustration. As a
consequence, the object of desire is simultaneously missed because of its lack, but can
be approached through a medium, though it resists possession. The missed encounter,
while  foregrounding  an  unavoidable  gap  in  the  subject-object  relationship,
concomitantly establishes the mediating role of the fetish. That is why it is crucial to
revise the common prejudice on the fetish restricted to a substitutive object, as is often
viewed, but as a very specific type of medium. 
11 After buying Verlaine’s cigar from the tramp, the protagonist cannot wait to smoke and
breathe the preserved tobacco Verlaine himself is said to have smoked. Through this
precious object, what he previously imagined seems to materialise before his eyes, in a
way similar to a supernatural trance-like experience, in which need and desire, past
and present, identity and otherness, seem to briefly coincide. The uniqueness of this
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climactic experience is heightened by the fact that the protagonist lights his cigar using
the lighter of a female prostitute. This gesture symbolically means that he dismisses
the common pleasure of the flesh to inhale instead the olfactive pleasures of his fetish,
as he reports: 
I held Verlaine’s cigar up to her silver lighter and drew on the butt. The flavour of
the Latin Quarter of all those years ago, the whole belle époque of it, sank down my
throat  and  filled  my  mouth  and  nose.  Every  drag  drew  me  closer.  I  was  more
intimate than anyone could ever be with the past. Time was my whore. (229)
12 The  short  final  sentence,  by  provocatively  conflating  into  a  single  metaphor  the
abstract  desired  object  (“Time”)  with  the  need  for  the  woman’s  flesh  (“whore”)
illustrates  the  temporary  coincidence  between  sensual  pleasure  and  the  possessed
object of desire. The protagonist unexpectedly renounces the pleasures derived from
the trade of the flesh to enjoy instead the sensual fragments of a bygone era. Yet this
illusion is only momentary. As mentioned earlier, the short story is pervaded by irony
that breaks the metaphoric equation between totality and fragments, precluding any
possibility of reaching sameness and coincidence. If the protagonist in “Debauchery”
takes sensual pleasure from smoking the cigar, this experience does not allow him to
gain  entire  satisfaction.  After  smoking  the  cigar  down  to  the  ashes,  the  narrator
comically  specifies  that  he  “burnt  [his]  fingers  on  the  last  breath”  (229),  which
indicates  a  painful,  yet  unavoidable  return  to  down-to-earth  reality.  The  dream  is
dispelled and the past remains as distant as it has always been. If “Debauchery,” at first
glance, is inspired by the Proustian sensual experience of olfaction as a way of access to
the past, it provides in fact an alternative to it. While the madeleine can be considered
an actual medium to the past, enabling the narrator to reconnect to the wholeness of
the past,  the fragment is  not invested with such mediating power.  Verlaine’s cigar,
elevated to the rank of a fetish, only offers the pleasant illusion of reconnection. In
order to grasp the particular mediating and non-mediating function of the fetish in
“Debauchery,” it is worth recalling the traditionally psychanalytical understanding of
the fetish, as theorised for instance by Lacan. 
13 Lacan gives a very detailed account of the fetish in his seminar La Relation d’objet and
does not consider it  as a mere substitutive object.  For him, the fetish stands at the
intersection  of  the  symbolic  relationship  and  the  dual  subject-object  relationship.
While the symbolic relationship is governed by the phallus, the symbolic penis that the
child initially attributes to his mother,10 the dual relationship confronts the subject
with  the  object.  One  of  his  essential  claims  is  that  fetishism  holds  a  position  of
interposition that stands half-way through a dual subject-object relationship and the
symbolic triangular relationship: “le fétichisme est situé sur la ligne de démarcation entre
les deux, entre relation duelle et introduction d’une tierce personne” (Lacan, “fétichisme”
12). In this light, the fetish, set at the intersection of dual and triangular relationships,
challenges the theory of substitution, holding that fetishism is a perverted substitution
from the idealised model of duality. Bearing this in mind, it is possible to establish a
connection between fetishism, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the distinctive
features of the missed encounter, as identified in the introduction. In fetishism as well
as in the missed encounter with the past, desire is invested with both a mediating and a
non-mediating  role,  so  that  the  object  of  desire  should  be  taken in  a  fundamental
tension, expressed through irony. The use of light irony reveals that the fetish is a non-
coincident medium, which only gives the spectral impression of bridging the temporal
gap,  while  denying  the  possibility  of  having  wholly  access  to  the  object  of  desire.
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Therefore, the purpose of objects of desire is to remain partly unreachable, as there is
some intrinsic otherness about them, a certain excess escaping totality. However, this
partial impossibility should not be seen as some deficiency, but on the contrary as the
driving force of desire and writing.
***
14 In final analysis, the short story “Debauchery” can be read as an ironic re-writing of the
traditional linear progression of the apprenticeship novel, based on the threefold stage
of inhibition, initiation and experience. Reversing this linear pattern favouring identity
and sameness, the theme of the missed encounter helps shed new light on how objects
of desire should be approached not only in terms of their supposedly inner qualities,
but also in terms of their relational complexity. The short story undermines the subject
and object relationship by substituting the duality of  loss and reconnection for the
tension of disjunction and mediation. Then, the object of desire is somehow caught in
the spectral tension of disjunction and mediation, so that it keeps hovering between
the availability of its material consumption and its denial, while giving the illusion to
access  to  a  beyond that  remains  unreachable.  The  object  of  desire  is  defined  by  a
singular in-betweenness that can be neither fully possessed nor mediated, but remains
still open to desirability.
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NOTES
1. “The  beggars  and  the  dispossessed  and  the  charmingly  naïve  expats  in  Adam  Thorpe’s
‘Debauchery’ have not changed much since 1956, except that now there are more of them” (xiii). 
2. “the ability  to recognize a  story of  Bildung depends not only on literary training .  .  .  but
emanates from the psychophysical experience of human beings themselves” (54). 
3. The “axis of desire” was first identified by Greimas as a distinctive feature of what he called his
“narrative grammar.” The narrative establishes a  certain type of  modality,  that  of desire,  in
order to trigger the action of the story which involves a subject and an object: “L’introduction
. . . de la modalité du vouloir permet la construction d’énoncés modaux à deux actants: le sujet et
l’objet. L’axe du désir qui les réunit authorise, à son tour, de les interpréter sémantiquement
comme un virtuel sujet performateur et un objet institué en valeur” (82).
4. See  for  example  Abraham  and  Torok’s  article  “Maladie  du  deuil”  in  which  they  define
incorporation  as  a  phantasmatic  response  to  the  loss  of  the  loved  object:  “C’est  bien  ce
mécanisme qui suppose, pour entrer en action, la perte d’un objet . . . La perte, qu’elle qu’en soit
la  forme,  agissant  toujours  comme  interdit,  constituera  pour  l’introjection  un  obstacle
insurmonté.  En  compensation  du  plaisir  perdu  et  de  l’introjection  manquée,  on  réalisera
l’installation de l’objet  prohibé à  l’intérieur  de soi.  C’est  là  l’incorporation proprement dite”
(237). 
5. See for example Lacan’s Le sinthome in which he says about objects: “Nous ne croyons pas en
l’objet, mais nous reconnaissons le désir ; du fait que le désir existe, nous en induisons sa cause
comme objectivée” (Lacan, Sinthome 36). 
6. “To seduce from virtue or morality; to deprave, pervert, corrupt morally” (OED).
7. For Lacan, the question “what do you want?” (“Che vuoi?”) illustrates the alienating effect of
desire on the subject, insofar as desire does not belong to the subject but is the expression of the
Other’s desire. The role of psychoanalysis is precisely to lead the analysand to name this desire:
“la question de l’Autre qui revient au sujet de la place où il en attend un oracle, sous le libellé
d’un Che vuoi ? que veux-tu ? est celle qui conduit le mieux au chemin de son propre désir—s’il se
met, grâce au savoir-faire d’un partenaire du nom de psychanalyste, à le reprendre, fût-ce sans
bien le savoir” (Lacan, “Subversion” 176). 
8. In his essay The Rites of Passage, anthroplogist Arnold van Gennep classified initiation rites into
the “transition rites”  group:  “I  think it  legitimate to  single  out  rites  of  passage as  a  special
category, which under further analysis may be subdivided into rites of separation, transition
rites and rites of incorporation. Transition rites may play an important part, for instance, in
pregnancy, betrothal and initiation” (10-11). 
9. “Human desire articulates the subject’s relationship to that which is not itself, that which is
different,  strange,  novel,  awaited,  absent,  lost.  And  the  satisfaction  of  desire  is  the
transformation of difference into identity: the discovery of the strange and novel as familiar, the
arrival of the awaited, the re-emergence of what has been absent or lost. Thus human desire is a
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way of  thematizing the  problem of  negativity;  it  is  the  negative  principle  of  human life,  its
ontological status as a lack in pursuit of being—Plato’s vision in the Symposium” (9). 
10. “Il s’agit du phallus que la femme n’a pas et qu’il faut qu’elle ait pour des raisons qui tiennent
au rapport douteux de l’enfant avec la réalité . . . . Il ne s’agit pas d’un phallus réel en tant que,
comme réel, il existe ou n’existe pas, il s’agit d’un phallus symbolique, en tant qu’il est dans sa
nature de se présenter dans l’échange comme absence, absence fonctionnant comme telle. Il ne
s’agit pas d’un phallus réel en tant que, comme réel, il existe ou n’existe pas, il s’agit d’un phallus
symbolique,  en tant qu’il  est  dans sa nature de se présenter dans l’échange comme absence,
absence fonctionnant comme telle” (Lacan, Relation 152). 
ABSTRACTS
Le but de cet  article,  prenant pour objet  d’étude la nouvelle d’Adam Thorpe « Debauchery »,
consiste à analyser la notion « d’objet de désir », en remettant en cause le rôle définitoire de la
rencontre dans la relation sujet-objet. Le thème de la rencontre manquée, sur lequel repose la
nouvelle, non seulement remet en doute la pertinence de la dualité pour concevoir la relation,
mais aussi déstabilise l’idée même d’« objet ». Ce dernier est appréhendé comme le lieu d’une
tension irrésolue entre l’écart de la disjonction et le désir de médiation. Même si le texte s’inspire
au  début  d’une  structure  linéaire  caractéristique  de  la  quête  d’objet,  en  décrivant  un  jeune
homme  en  recherche  d’expérience,  il  perturbe  ce  modèle  pour  privilégier  une  expérience
troublante de rencontre avec le passé, suscitant le plaisir et la frustration. Cette expérience de la
rencontre manquée renouvelle également la signification du fétiche, qui n’est plus pensé comme
un objet  de substitution,  mais qui  acquiert  la  fonction de médium non-médiateur dans cette
relation profondément instable avec un objet qui l’est tout autant.
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